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Introduction
Psychomotor retardation is one of the features of Major Depression 

and is part of the diagnostic criteria in most classification systems. 
Although motor alteration has clinical and possibly prognostic 
implication [1,2], this dimension remains to date poorly characterized 
[3].

Specific scales have been validated for clinical assessment of 
psychomotor retardation in depression [4,5], but have the disadvantage 
of being observer dependent. Objective measurements were developed 
[6], but most of them need an in-laboratory setting and only capture 
data in a testing condition. However, depressive symptoms are known to 
present diurnal fluctuations [7]. To overcome this problem, actigraphic 
measurements have been used to monitor motor activity in a “real 
life” setting [8]. Although actigraphic measurements provide data on 
the number of movements per epoch, they do not measure speed of 
movements. Altogether, a recent review [3] concluded that data on the 
status of psychomotor retardation in depression are still fragmentary and 
confirm the need of further quantitative and qualitative investigations. 
More advanced methods for objective motor assessment may allow 
improving our understanding of motor alterations in depression. 

Our group developed a wearable monitoring system, validated in 
several clinical samples [9-12]. It allows to objectively measure several 
dimensions of motor activity in a “real life” setting. Using this method 
in a previous study [13], we reported an alteration of the temporal 
organization of motor activity in patients with major depression. In 
this paper, we report additional motor activity parameters measured 
in this sample of depressed patients, including gait, body posture and 
proportion of outdoor activity. 

The aim of this study was to assess “real life” motor activity in 
depression using the monitoring system and algorithm devised to 
quantify several parameters of motor activity throughout the day. 
Our hypothesis is that depressed patients will present altered motor 
parameters (hand, gait, body position, outdoor activity) as well as 
decreased motor activity compared to healthy controls.

Methods
The sample and the procedure are the same as those described in 

a previous publication [13]. We present here the results of additional 
analyses of motor activity measurements. 

Subjects

Ten consecutive patients aged between 18 and 65 years, who 
were diagnosed with current major depressive episode (according to 
DSM-IV-TR criteria) and scored > 21 on the Hamilton Rating Scale 
for Depression (HRSD), were recruited from the outpatient Psychiatry 
clinic at Lausanne University hospital. Patients on antidepressant, 
anxiolytic, hypnotic or antipsychotic medication in the last 3 months 
were excluded, in order to prevent pharmacological influence on motor 
activity. Patients suffering from any other psychiatric disorder (most 
notably bipolar affective disorder) and/or from another condition that 
could possibly interfere with motor activity (neurological disorders, 
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orthopedic diseases, general condition or substance abuse) were also 
excluded. Age and gender matched healthy controls were recruited 
from the general population. 

Signed informed consent was obtained for each subject and the 
study protocol was approved by the Lausanne University Hospital 
ethics committee. 

Procedure

Mood assessment

Diagnosis of depression was assessed by a psychiatrist according to 
DSM-IV criteria using the MINI interview and mood was assessed in 
all subjects using the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD 17 
items) and the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI 21 items).

Motor assessment

Measurement protocol: Motor activity was assessed using five 
synchronized wearable devices [11,13], each including inertial sensors 
(3-axis accelerometer and 3-axis gyroscope), rechargeable battery and 
memory for data recording at 200 Hz sampling rate. Devices were 
lightweight (50 g) and were attached to the body with medical patches 
without hindering the subject, so that daily activities were performed 
normally. The five devices were placed on the body as follows: one on 
each wrist to record hand activity, one on each ankle to record walking 
parameters, and one on the trunk to record posture parameters. 
Subjects were instructed to carry on with their usual daily activities. 
We specifically did not impose or forbid any activity, as the aim of the 
study was to record spontaneous activity and we wanted the subjects to 
move freely. Both depressed and healthy subjects were recorded during 
a non-working day. The time of spontaneous recording was between 10 
am and 4 pm for every subject. 

Motor activity analysis

Hands motor activity was quantified based on analysis of hand 
angular velocities and included the following steps: conditioning 
of gyroscope signal (drift cancellation), identification of movement 
periods and calculation of parameters related to identified movements. 
Mobility represented the average velocity of hands and was estimated 
from the norm of angular velocity signals recorded by the gyroscope 
(square root of the sum of square of 3-axis signals). Activity was 
defined as the percentage of time the hand was moving and the 
range of rotation represented the rotation angles of hands during the 
periods of movement. These parameters (mobility, activity and range of 
rotation) were calculated on epochs of 1-min length. Gait parameters 
were estimated based on angular velocity signals recorded by the 
gyroscopes on the ankles. Spatio-temporal parameters were extracted 
based on estimation of heel strike and toe-off times. The timing of 
these events allowed the measurement of temporal gait parameters 
such as: cadence, swing, stance and double support durations [9]. The 
algorithm was validated against camera-based system (ELITE) using 
a database of recorded signals from normal and pathological gait. 
Stride to stride variability of gait parameters was estimated using the 
coefficient of variation (CV). Body position (i.e. lying, standing and 
walking) was estimated from acceleration and angular velocity signals 
recorded from trunk and ankles devices [11]. Using this algorithm, the 
sitting and standing periods were detected using the kinematic features 
of trunk movements during transitions between sitting and standing 
postures, and a statistical classifier. Lying periods were calculated from 
the level of trunk acceleration signals. Walking episodes were detected 
from the pattern of shank angular velocity signals. Outdoor activity 

was estimated from successive long walking episodes (superior to 30 
seconds) recorded during the monitoring time. The hypothesis was that 
continuous walking for more than 30 sec is unlikely to be performed 
in home/indoor environments. The periods of monitoring including 
temporal clusters of long walking episodes (i.e. episodes that succeed at 
short intervals) were assigned as outdoor activity. 

Statistical analysis

Differences between groups (depressed vs. healthy controls) were 
assessed for demographic data (using Student’s t-test) and motor 
activity parameters (non-parametric Mann Whitney test). These 
parameters were estimated for each subject, and their mean and 
standard deviation were calculated within each group. Relationships 
between depression scores and motor activity parameters were assessed 
with Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. A value of P < 0.05 was 
considered significant.

Results 
Description of the sample 

Depressed patients were 46.6±20.0 years old and healthy controls 
48.3±21.6 (p=0.8). In both groups, 6 female and 4 men were recruited. 
Depressed subjects scored 30.8±4.1 on HRSD (healthy controls: 
3.0±2.1; p<0.01*) and 37.5±11.4 on BDI (healthy controls: 2.7±2.9; 
p<0.01*), corresponding to severe major depression. 

Hand motor parameters

Hand mobility (speed in deg/s) and hand activity (% of movements 
per 1 min-epoch) were significantly reduced in both hands in 
depressed subjects compared to healthy controls. Healthy subjects 
scored 57.54±7.50 deg/s and 5911 deg/s for right hand and left hand 
mobility respectively, while depressed patients scored 42.3±13.5 deg/s 
(p=0.044*) and 39.7±13.5 deg/s (p=0.020*). Healthy subjects scored 
0.62±0.11% and 0.60±0.10% for right hand and left-hand activity 
respectively, while depressed patients scored 0.47±0.24% (p=0.030*) 
and 0.42±0.21% (p=0.018*). No difference was observed in range of 
rotation in both hands between the two groups. There was a significant 
negative correlation (r=-0.48, p=0.03*) between Hamilton depression 
score and level of hand activity: the more depressed the subject, the 
lower the hand activity (Figure 1).

Gait parameters

A significant reduction in gait speed and cadence was observed 
in depressed subjects (Table 1) compared to healthy controls with 
depressed subjects scoring 1.1±0.1 m/s in speed and 51±2 steps/min 
in cadence, while healthy controls scored 1.4±0.09 m/s (p=0.001*) and 
60±3 steps/min (p=0.001*) respectively. Depressed subjects displayed 
a significantly longer gait cycle time (1.16±0.09 s compared to 1±0.05 
s; p=0.000.6*), longer double support time (26±6.1 s compared to 
21±2 s; p=0.02*), and longer swing time (39±1.2 s compared to 36±2 
s; p=0.01*) than healthy controls (Table 1). Depressed patients also 
had a significantly higher variability for both gait cycle time (4±1.79% 
compared to 2.1±0.5%; p=0.01*) and swing time (5.2±2.8% compared 
to 3.1±2%; p=0.001*) than healthy controls (Table 1). 

Body position and outdoor activity

Depressed patients spent 23±18% of the monitoring duration lying 
down while healthy subjects spent only 8±15% (p=0.01*). However, 
there was no significant (p=0.1) difference in time walking or standing 
between the two groups (Table 1). Depressed subjects spent a significant 
greater amount of time indoors than controls and less time outdoors 
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and a positive correlation was found between severity of depression and 
reduction in movements’ quantity. Depressed subjects also showed a 
slowing of gait, as illustrated by a reduced cadence, longer double limb 
support and swing time. Depressed subjects spent more time in a lying 
position, as opposed to an active position such as walking or standing 
and less time outdoors. It is important to note that all subjects tolerated 
the device and no subjects dropped out of the study. Altogether, our 
method proved to be easy to use and patients were not hindered by the 
recording system and could carry on with their usual activities. 

These results obtained for the first time in “real life” setting 
recording simultaneously several measures of motor activity, each one 
composed of multiple parameters confirms previous results obtained 
in in-laboratory studies [14,15] and actigraphy studies [8]. This 
allows a more precise description of motor alterations in depression 
allowing ultimately a better understanding of this phenomenon. The 
significant correlation between reduction in hand movements’ quantity 
and severity of depression as measured by Hamilton Rating Scale for 
Depression (HRSD) reflects the fact that motor alterations seem to be 
state dependent.

Decreased activity in depression is usually understood as the 
result of a lack of interest and motivation influenced by the affective 
dimension. However, results presented here as well as in our previous 
publication reveal qualitative motor alterations as well as alterations 
in temporal organization pattern [13], more complex than a simple 
overall decrease in activity. In terms of neurobiological correlates 
of motor alteration in major depression, a recent review focusing on 
neuroimaging findings conclude that both structural and functional 
alterations are present [16]: White matter hyperintensities as well as 
thinning of right presupplementary motor cortex (pre-SMA) were 
found to correlate with psychomotor alterations. Moreover, evidence 
suggests decreased metabolism in Dorso-lateral Prefrontal Cortex 
(DLPFC) and increased Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) metabolism, 
as well as lowered dopaminergic tone and altered metabolism in striatal 
regions [17,18]. Furthermore, recent studies suggested that decreased 
psychomotor speed in major depressive disorder could be linked to 
the inflammation of basal ganglia [19] and showed that inflammatory 
cytokines affect the basal ganglia and dopamine neurotransmission to 
mediate depressive symptoms related to motivation and motor activity 
[20]. Altogether these alterations could result in the complex motor 
changes observed in depressed patients.

Our study has several limitations. First, our sample size is small; our 
results are however robust with significant group differences and this 
could serve to run power analyses to conduct further bigger studies. 
Second, as we chose to give minimal instructions to the participants 
- they just had to live a “normal day” during recording - one cannot 
exclude that being recorded has influenced some of the participants in 
their daily program. Measuring several days in each participant in the 
future might minimize such influence. Furthermore, in order to limit a 
working/non-working bias, as depressed subjects were on sick leave, we 
recorded all subjects on a non-working day. 

Conclusion
Although the results are promising, more extended studies are 

necessary to better define motor changes in depression. Such data may 
allow determining phenotypes or specific clinical subtypes of depression 
[21], which may be key to a better understanding of the physiopathology 
of this complex and heterogeneous disorder. Furthermore, such 
measurements could advance treatment selection and help predict the 

Figure 1. Hand activity and mood scores. Relationships between hand motor activity 
and mood rating scores for depressed and healthy subjects. Significant correlations were 
obtained between hand activity and Hamilton mean score (r=-0.48, p=0.03*)

Depressed patients 
(n=10)

Healthy controls 

(N=10)
P-value

Gait parameters 
Speed (m/s) 1.1±0.1 1.4±0.09 0.001*

Cadence (steps/min) 51 ±2 60±3 0.001*
Gait cycle time (s) 1.16±0.09 1±0.05 0.0006
Double support (s) 26±6.1 21±2 0.02

Swing time (s) 39±1.2 36±2 0.01*
Gait variability parameters
CV Gait cycle time 

(%) 4±1.79 2.1±0.5 0.01*

CV Swing time (%) 5.2 ±2.8 3.1±2 0.001*
Physical activity parameters in % of monitoring duration

Lying 23±18     8±15 0.01*
Standing & walking 37±15   40±12 0.1

Outdoor activity 8.3±5.1   14.4±5 0.03*

Table 1. Gait parameters, body position and outdoor activity (Two-sided Mann Whitney 
test) Results are expressed in mean ± standard deviation

with an outdoor activity percentage of 8.3±5.1 compared to healthy 
controls at 14.4±5 (p=0.03*) (Table 1).

Discussion
This cross-sectional controlled study demonstrated that when 

measured objectively in a spontaneous real life setting depressed 
subjects have significant motor alterations compared to healthy 
controls. Speed and quantity of hand movements were both reduced, 
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outcome of depressed patients [1,2]. In future studies, a longitudinal 
design could provide valuable information on the temporal evolution 
of motor changes during the course of treatment in depressed subjects.
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